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The Orcs 

 

Head hunter – one of the soul collectors  

Head Hunter (P) – the head hunter collects the dead bodies of units he defeated, 

and receives a bounty for them; he gets half of the units’ worth (price). This 

extra Dinaris can be used even in the same turn to train new units or upgrade 

fortresses. In a coordinated attack, the bounty can become very profitable.  

 

Q: Can the head hunter use the money he got from a defeated unit in the same turn? 

A: Yes. The player can use the money immediately after the head hunter collected it. 

 

Q:  If the Head Hunter defeated a unit that is worth 90 or 150 Dinari - which is a number that cannot be 

divided in the Zaberius realm - how much does the head hunter collect for it? 

A: the Head Hunter will collect the lower half. For example, if he killed a unit that costs 90 Dinari, the 

Head Hunter will collect only 40 Dinari. 

 

Q: If I attacked one unit with two Head Hunters, will I receive two halves? 

A: No. after defeating an enemy unit, the Head Hunter sells the body for a bounty. In this case, there is 

only one unit and therefore, only one bounty.  

 

Q: What if the Head Hunter is part of a coordinated attack, and is attacking with the help of other units, 

will he still be able to collect Dinari on the defeated unit under him? 

A: Yes. Even though the Head Hunter wasn’t the only attacker, he is eligible for a bounty.  
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Q: What if the Head Hunter wasn’t the perpetrator of the attack, but rather was attacked by other units, 

and still won the battle, can he still collect money for the attacking units? 

A: Yes. The Head Hunter collects bounty for every unit he defeated regardless of if he was the attacker 

or the attacked. This is of course as long as the attacking unit is in the Head Hunter range (see next 

question). 

 

Q: What if the Head Hunter is using a coordinated attack to attack multiple units, or is attacked by 

several enemy units and still wins, can he still collect money for the defeated units? 

A: Yes, the Head Hunter still receives a bounty for the attacking units as long as they are in his range. 

Meaning, if the Head Hunter, lets say, was attacked by (or attacked) a Human mermaid and an archer, 

and won, the Head Hunter collect bounty for mermaid because she is a melee unit, but he will not be 

able to get a bounty for the archer if the archer stood out of the Head Hunter’s range.  

 

Q: if I need money, am I allowed to attack with the Head Hunter’s my own units so I can collect a bounty 

for them? 

A: No. The Head Hunter cannot attack friendly units.  

 

Q: If the Head Hunter attacks and takes over a fortress, will be able to collect the bounty for the city? 

 A: No. The Head Hunter only receives money for units and not fortresses. 

 

Q:  What if the Head Hunter attacks another player’s soul trapper who has kept souls under him, will the 

Head Hunter also collect a bounty for the trapped souls of the enemy unit?  

A: Yes. The Head Hunter will be receiving extra gold also for the units under the defeated unit. 

 

 

Energon – one of the unit enhancers  

Energon (A) – the Energon provides a friendly unit (within the Energon’s range) 

the ability to act again. That same unit can move and attack again. This skill is 

extremely powerful as units can take over two fortresses or attack twice at one 

turn. 

 

Q: Can the Energon cast a spell on himself and act twice? 

A: No. An Energon can only cast spells on friendly units, not himself.  
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Q: Can the Energon cast a spell on another Energon? 

A: Yes. An Energon can cast a spell on a friendly Energon, allowing it to act twice. The second one can 

then cast on the first one, and so forth to eternity.   

 

Q: Can an Energon cast a spell on any friendly unit regardless of if it’s wood, iron, or gold unit? 

A: Yes. The Energon can cast a spell on any friendly unit, as long as it is not himself.  

 

Q:  Can an Energon give a second turn to the Rhino rider so that the Rhino Rider can run down smaller 

units twice?  

A: Yes. It is allowed and recommended.  

 

Q: Can an Energon grant a second turn to a Head Hunter so he can defeat another unit and collect more 

money? 

A: Yes. It is allowed and recommended.  

 

 

Rhino Rider – One of The Tanks 

Rhino Rider (P) -   the rhino rider can run over any iron or wood soldiers, 

eliminating them with no fight at all. If your enemy has many small units, this 

is the ultimate magic, especially when used with the Energon.  

 

 

Q: Can the Rhino Rider run over a unit in a fortress?  

A: it depends. If the fortress has a banner the Rhino Rider cannot; he will need to defeat the fortress 

first. However, if the city has no raised banner, the Rhino Rider can run over the unit and claim the city. 

 

Q: Can the Rhino Rider run over airborne units like the undead bat? 

A: Yes. Even though the units are airborne, after their turn is over and ends his turn on ground, they rest 

on the land, and the Rhino Rider can run them over.  
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Q:  Can the Rhino Rider run over smaller units in his last step, where he lands on an enemy’s square? 

A: Yes. A rhino Rider can run over smaller units in his last step. 

 

Q: Can a Rhino Rider run over smaller units and then attack also? 

A: Yes. The Rhino Rider’s skill is passive and is not considered as an attack. 

 

 

Dragon Balloon - One of the Great Dragons/ airborners / flier/ aeronaut/ 

vulture   

Dragon Balloon (P) – it can fly and stand on water and cross squares with 

enemy units. Also, if the Dragon Balloon player rolls a 5 or a 6 in his dice, he 

receives a lucky bomb and gets an extra dice to roll for each of his 5s or 6s. 

 

 

Q: Can the Dragon Balloon finish his turn on a square that has a friendly unit? 

A: No. The Dragon Balloon can cross squares that have friendly units but not stand on them at the end of 

his turn. 

 

Q: Does the Dragon Balloon get lucky bombs on each 5/6 dice roll, even when he is the defenser and not 

the attacker? 

A: Yes. The Dragon Balloon receives the lucky bomb whether he is attacked or being attacked. 

 

Q: What is the maximum number of Lucky Bombs a player can receive when he rolls 5 or 6? 

A: unlimited. If the player always gets 5 or 6, he can keep rolling to infinity.  

 

 


